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Epidemics, national security, and US immigration policy

Robbie J. Totten*
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What are relationships between epidemics, national security, and US immigration policy? This question is important because it sheds light on transnational or nontraditional security areas, American immigration policy, and a pressing issue for US leaders who have recently faced epidemics such as the West Africa Ebola outbreak that began in 2013. This article answers it and lays ground in the area by reviewing epidemics in world history, using International Relations and Security Studies works to specify dangers of contagions for states, and identifying three general immigration measures that American leaders have utilized from the seventeenth century to the present day to protect against contagions, which are (1) policies restricting entrance of foreigners thought to carry specified diseases, (2) the isolation or quarantining of immigrants with contagious disease, and (3) delegating the President with authority to stop immigration in the event of an epidemic abroad. This study has implications for research and contemporary US immigration policy.
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Introduction

President Barack Obama and other high-ranking American leaders declared epidemics “a national security priority for the United States” on 26 September 2014 in front of officials from more than 40 countries at a Global Health Security Agenda summit. Obama described contagions as formidable foes and explained that the Ebola epidemic “underscores – vividly and tragically – what was already known: that in an interconnected world, outbreaks anywhere, even in the most remote villages and the remote corners of the world, have the potential to impact everybody, every nation.” And the threat, the President warned, is pervasive: “nobody is that isolated anymore,” he clarified. “Oceans don’t protect you. Walls don’t protect you.” Within such a world, Obama admonished,

We have to change our mindsets and start thinking about biological threats as the security threats that they are – in addition to being humanitarian threats and economic threats. We have to bring the same level of commitment and focus to these challenges as we do when meeting around more traditional security issues.

He could have framed Ebola as solely a humanitarian concern, but he also declared it an urgent national security issue.
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The President made these comments in reaction to the West Africa Ebola outbreak, an epidemic originating in Guinea in December 2013 and, by April 2015, infecting over 13,000 people and taking the lives of more than 4900 of its hosts. It generated hysteria in America on 30 September 2014 when the first of several people was diagnosed with Ebola on US soil. As an issue of national security, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) through its subsidiary the US Customs and Border Protection (CBP), the Center for Disease Control (CDC), and the National Security Council have worked together to devise immigration policies to confront Ebola, such as having CBP workers screen travelers at 20 US airports and land border stations for symptoms, including closer inspection and taking the temperatures of those arriving from Ebola-affected countries at Chicago’s O’Hare International Airport, Dulles International Airport in Virginia, Hartsfield Jackson International Airport in Atlanta, and Newark International Airport in New Jersey.

The Ebola outbreak and the manner in which US leaders have reacted to it call to attention the need for closer examination of relationships between epidemics, national security, and immigration policy for several reasons. For one, perhaps the President was prudent to label Ebola a security priority, since epidemics have posed one of the largest threats to humankind through history, with several claiming lives at a faster pace than even the great wars of the twentieth century. Second, per Obama’s warning that epidemic risk to states is compounded in the face of globalization, advances in transportation over the past two centuries enable a contagion originating across the globe to be carried by a traveler to the USA in a day. Third, there are humanitarian dangers to US leaders constituting contagions as “national security” threats because in so doing it may lead officials to form egotistic national policies centered on protecting Americans and neglecting non-citizens suffering from epidemics in the global community.

Despite the importance of this topic for contemporary politics, it has been underexplored in extant literature. The relationship between disease, migration, and US immigration policy has been the subject of several impressive studies, but many of them focus largely on how officials have sensationalized and misused contagion risk to justify restrictive or xenophobic measures. These scholars have correctly and importantly brought attention to the real and persistent danger of leaders misusing epidemic threats for ulterior or racist purposes, especially considering that very few immigrants pose any type of risk.

A greater understanding of the relationship between epidemics, national security, and US immigration policy is required to protect against catastrophic events (e.g. the 1918–1920 Spanish Flu killed an estimated 50–100 million people worldwide) as well as bringing transparency to the area to hold officials accountable for responsible policy decisions. This article will address this gap in the literature and lay ground in the area by using International Relations (IR) and Security Studies literature, works by scholars in other fields such as History and Medicine, and primary source material to identify relationships between epidemics and national security as well as common immigration policies that US leaders have used to protect against contagions. The purpose is to provide a base for future studies in the area and assist policy-makers.

In addition to these objectives, this article will also contribute to IR, Security Studies, and migration literatures in several ways. For one, it will examine relationships between a little studied variable (contagions) and US immigration policy. Second, the line of analysis followed in this study on epidemics, immigration, security, and US policy responses can likely be profitably applied to other countries, since nation-states face similar geopolitical pressures. Third, the subject contributes to a growing body of literature in recent years on national security and state migration policies. Fourth, it explores “domestic–international” or “second-image reversed” political connections by tracing how a factor (contagions) originating in the global system affects a US domestic policy area. Fifth, it helps unpack what has been referred to in IR literature as a “nontraditional security” or “transnational security” area, since epidemics and
immigration constitute potential non-military dangers to nation-states within the global community. Finally, it will contribute to debates on the pragmatism and risks of constituting areas such as immigration and epidemics as “security” issues by exploring dangers to states from contagions and US policy responses to them.

This article will unfold in four parts. First, it will survey several epidemics through world history to identify threats they pose to civilizations and nation-states. Second, it will draw from IR and Security Studies literatures to specify security risks posed by epidemics for nation-states. Third, it will present three broad types of immigration measures US leaders have used since the seventeenth century to protect against contagions, which are (1) policies restricting entrance of foreigners thought to carry specified diseases; (2) the isolation or quarantining of immigrants with contagious disease; and (3) giving the president authority to stop immigration in the event of an epidemic abroad. Fourth, the article will conclude with research and policy suggestions.

Epidemics and security in historical perspective

Many examples exist through history of epidemics destroying societies and abruptly altering the fate of civilizations. Thucydides recorded perhaps the first account of a contagion by detailing the horror of the “plague of Athens,” which was brought to Greece by sailors from Northern Africa and reduced the Athenian population by over one-third, weakened their army, and contributed to their defeat in the Peloponnesian War. The bubonic plague (the Black Death) arrived in Europe during the fourteenth century via the Silk Road from Central Asia and reduced the population of the continent by an estimated 30–45% and the discord in its wake likely contributed to the collapse of the feudal system. European explorers introduced diseases in the New World that between Christopher Columbus’ arrival in 1492 and the eighteenth century killed as many as 95% of the American Indians and contributed to the relative ease with which their lands were taken by imperial states. The resolve of German soldiers was broken by the 1918 influenza (Spanish Flu) outbreak during World War I and disease killed more soldiers during World War II than combat in many battle areas.

The USA has also struggled with epidemics over its history. Deadly outbreaks of the ague, bacillary dysentery, cholera, diphtheria, influenza, lobar pneumonia, malaria, tuberculosis, typhus, typhoid, scarlet fever, smallpox, and yellow fever repeatedly broke out across the America from the seventeenth through the early twentieth centuries. As just a few examples: Philadelphia lost as much as an eighth of its population to yellow fever in 1793; New Orleans had a higher death than birth rate for most of the nineteenth century in part because of cholera and yellow fever; and large parts of America were stricken with cholera outbreaks in 1832, 1849, and 1866 that are estimated to have taken over 200,000 lives. Contagions continued to claim large numbers of Americans during the first quarter of the twentieth century, exemplified by typhoid killing an estimated one million lives from 1880 to 1920, and the Spanish Influenza, the deadliest disease in history as measured by the absolute number of lives it claimed worldwide, struck near the end of World War I to kill an estimated 500,000 Americans in a few short years.

By the mid-twentieth century, US death tolls from communicable diseases plummeted with improvements in sanitation methods and the discovery of cures and vaccines for many infectious diseases. Even so, approximately 170,000 Americans die each year from contagions and epidemics remain a security threat. For example, a US National Intelligence Council report on infectious disease estimates that since 1973 at least 20 known diseases, such as cholera and tuberculosis, have reappeared or spread to new locations around the globe. Furthermore, scientists have discovered approximately 30 previously unknown diseases such as Ebola and hepatitis C, many of which do not have available cures. The report also emphasizes the susceptibility of modern
states to biological attacks by rogue groups and individuals, citing the 2001 mail-based anthrax attacks throughout the USA as an example of bioterrorism. These risks, coupled with recent outbreaks in developed nations (e.g. the 2003 Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) virus, the 2009 Swine Flu, and the continuing West Africa Ebola outbreak) indicate that the USA remains susceptible to epidemics.

Security threat of epidemics to the USA
As the previous examples illustrate, epidemics pose security threats to states in a number of ways, primarily through their detrimental effect on economic and military power, foreign relations, and domestic or internal security. This section draws from IR and Security Studies works to elucidate security threats to states from epidemics to emphasize why US leaders have a strong incentive to devise migration policies to protect against contagions.

Economic and military power
Epidemics can reduce the ability of a state to project economic and military power in the international system. Infectious disease does this primarily through its affect on human health and productivity, with possible results of an epidemic including a high mortality rate; sick citizens unable to return to work; and laborers performing suboptimally – all outcomes that can tax social and healthcare systems and stagnate economic and military production of a state. Disease also has a psychological toll on citizens and can generate anxiety and fear among members of a polity, which in turn can curb social and technological innovation, disrupt trade, limit capital investment, and encourage firms and entrepreneurs to abandon long-term economic plans.

Domestic or internal security
The psychological impact of disease on people within a society is frequently severe, with the uncertainty and devastation wrought by epidemics capable of prompting erratic and violent behavior among members of a polity. “Emotions and perceptual distortions” emerging as a result of a disease outbreak, noted Andrew T. Price-Smith, “may … generate the construction of images of the ‘other’, resulting in stigmatization, persecution of minorities and, even, diffuse inter-ethnic or inter-class violence.” As they attempt to cope with the horrors of an epidemic, citizens may blame one another for the outbreak and violence may erupt. Disease can also limit the ability of a state to control its constituents, which can force it to impose strict measures on citizens; and disease may reduce the services a state can provide to its populace, which can limit its legitimacy. Citizens dissatisfied with the state may protest, with possible outcomes including rioting, civil-police violence, and even civil war.

Foreign relations
Epidemics affect relations among states in a number of ways. The economic and societal disorder from a contagious disease may affect trade and social interactions among states, perhaps limiting their ability to cooperate and find solutions to disagreements and collective action problems. States may similarly take punitive action against one another if they blame the outbreak of a disease on the ineptitude or irresponsibility of governments other than their own. Epidemics may also be a direct cause of conflict among states if they are perceived as originating from a biological attack carried out by a state or a rogue group within a state. They may indirectly cause conflict among states by weakening the economies and militaries of some states more so
than those economies and militaries of other states in the international system. In which event, they can alter the balance of power in the global community and may even lead to war.\textsuperscript{28} Leaders thus have security incentives to create measures to protect the US from disease carried by immigrants.

**Epidemics and US immigration policies**

US leaders since the colonial era have devised at least three broad immigration measures to protect against epidemics, which are: policies restricting entrance of foreigners suspected of carrying contagions; the isolation or quarantining of arriving immigrants thought to host dangerous disease; and delegating to the President the authority to stop all immigration in the event of an epidemic abroad.\textsuperscript{29} This part focuses disproportionally on the two former methods, since they have constituted primary ways that leaders have sought to protect against contagions, whereas the third measure is presented because it may be reconsidered if the USA faces an epidemic. This part also consults government documents, legal statutes, and public and private statements as well as secondary sources by historians and scholars in other fields to ascertain how American officials have identified epidemics and migration as being security issues.

**Conditioning/restricting entrance to foreigners carrying disease**

US officials from the colonial era through to the present day have devised laws that condition or disallow foreigners carrying diseases perceived as being dangerous entrance to the country.

**Colonial legislation**

These types of laws were first enacted during the colonial period when at times ships “arrived in port with half of their passengers sick,” prompting cities such as Philadelphia to set up a “pest-house provided at public expense” to shield residents from an infectious disease.\textsuperscript{30} Colonial governments sought to protect against the infirm by passing laws that: required the screening and reporting of arriving immigrants for disease; disallowed foreigners with diseases considered dangerous from entering territory; required boat masters or citizens to post bonds for the arriving sick for security against public relief expenses; and obligated ship captains to return sick passengers to their ports of departure.\textsuperscript{31}

The titles of several of these laws provide a sense of their purpose: a 1756 Massachusetts Colony Act was titled, “An Act to Prevent Charges Arising by Sick, Lame or Otherwise Infirm Persons, Not Belonging to This Province, Being Landed and Left Within the Same;” and a 1740 Delaware Colony Act was entitled, “An Act Imposing a Duty on Persons Convicted of Heinous Crimes and to Prevent Poor and Impotent Persons being Imported.”\textsuperscript{32} As these titles suggest, the Colonies enacted measures to protect citizens from disease, exemplified by a 1751 Massachusetts Law that was created because during travel immigrants

often contract mortal and contagious distempers, and thereby occasion not only the death of great numbers of them in their passage, but also by such means on their arrival in this province, those who may survive, may be so infected as to spread the contagion, and be the cause of the death of many others.\textsuperscript{33}

**Local and state legislation**

US local and state legislatures throughout the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries devised the same types of measures as the colonial governments to safeguard Americans from contagions.\textsuperscript{34} For
example, a Massachusetts Law permitted officials to order anyone who arrived from a place infected with “smallpox or other malignant temper” to depart within two hours or “be removed;” a New York Law allowed leaders to remove travelers suspected of carrying disease from the state; and Connecticut, Delaware, and Pennsylvania Laws permitted officials to disallow trade with those carrying disease. Leaders passed these laws in part to secure America, exemplified by a New York Immigration Commissioner declaring that his state’s measures allow for the “protection of the whole country from pestilential scourges” and defend “the interest of the whole Union, by efficiently … preventing the spread of the diseases imported by [immigrants] over the country at large.”

Federal legislation

Issues involving disease and immigration were primarily the domains of local and state governments during the first hundred years of the country, but after a series of epidemics in the late nineteenth century the federal government began to increasingly institute measures in the area. For example, federal leaders, after decades of jurisdictional debate with state officials over immigration regulation, included a stipulation in the Act of 3 March 1891 that for the first time disallowed entrance to foreigners “suffering from a loathsome or a dangerous contagious disease.” Events preceding its creation indicate that it was devised to protect against the security risk of contagions, with, for example, several notable epidemics after the Civil War contributing to agitation for federal action in the area such as the 1878 yellow fever outbreak, which killed more than 5000 people, disrupted commerce in the South, prompted armed men to stop passengers from getting off of trains to prevent disease spread, and led to residents dying of exposure and starvation as they hastily attempted to flee the contagion. By 1888, the yellow fever caused a half-million dollars of damage in just Jacksonville, Florida, alone, forced officials to ration food and set up refugee camps, and halted commerce. The ability to protect against epidemics was likely on the minds of Justices when, in a 1893 Supreme Court decision, Nishimura Eiku v United States, they decided the federal government possessed the right to turn away immigrants for national security: “It is an accepted maxim of international law,” as explained in the majority opinion,

that every sovereign nation has the power, as inherent in sovereignty, and essential to self-preservation, to forbid the entrance of foreigners within its dominions, or to admit them only in such cases and upon such conditions as it may see fit to prescribe.

Leaders have subsequently factored similar provisions within major immigration laws, including the Immigration Act of 1917, the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952, the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965, and the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1990. Under provisions within contemporary law, most immigrants are inspected abroad and at the port of entry. Foreigners found with specified diseases such as smallpox and tuberculosis are not permitted entrance into the USA. It also prohibits the entrance of foreigners lacking vaccinations, such as those for diphtheria, hepatitis B, influenza type B, measles, the mumps, pertussis, polio, rubella, and tetanus. The federal government, at first responding to the mayhem of nineteenth-century epidemics, has restricted entry ever since to those carrying contagious diseases for national “self-preservation.”

Isolation and quarantine

Isolation and quarantine are methods that have been used by world leaders to protect against contagions since ancient times. American officials frequently employed them during the seventeenth through early twentieth centuries, but they have not been used in the country on a large
scale in recent decades because modern medicine and sanitation methods have curbed the number of epidemics in developed countries, though their use has been increasingly reviewed in recent years with the rise in modern bioterrorism. Quarantine refers to the “compulsory physical separation, including restriction of movement, of populations or groups of healthy people who have been potentially exposed to a contagious disease, or to efforts to segregate these persons within specified geographic areas,” whereas isolation signifies “the separation and confinement of individuals known or suspected (via signs, symptoms, or laboratory criteria) to be infected with contagious disease to prevent them from transmitting disease to others.”

Colonial legislation

Isolation and quarantine were the primary methods used by colonial and early American officials to protect against contagions carried by immigrants. The Massachusetts Bay Colony, for example, instituted a quarantine measure in 1647 to stop passengers arriving from Barbados from infecting its populace with the plague. The purpose of measures such as these was to safeguard residents from disease, as exemplified by the Pennsylvania Governor and Assembly members lamenting their state’s quarantine procedures failed to “prevent the spreading of infectious Distempers among us, the Effects of which the City of Philadelphia has lately felt, altho’ we think a due Execution of Laws [the isolation of sick passengers] might in part have prevented them.” They called for additional measures to assist with “Guarding against the Dangers” of sick immigrants and “to prevent the future importation of Diseases into this City, which has more than once felt the fatal Effects of them.”

Local and state legislation

Similar to the colonial legislatures, local and state governments from the country’s founding through the early twentieth century also used isolation and quarantine to safeguard residents. For example, an 1808 Boston law, as summarized by one scholar, called for vessels from “tropical ports in the months of May through October (when threats of yellow fever were greatest) to be quarantined on arrival for three days or until twenty-five days had passed since departure.” Similarly, a New York Law gave the State’s Governor and New York City Mayor authority in 1784 to quarantine immigrants based upon port doctor reports; and many US city and state laws during the nineteenth century mandated the erection of quarantine centers and inspectors at ports. Leaders devised these measures to protect America from the “invasion” of disease, evidenced by a Justice asserting in a Supreme Court case in 1886 that American states required quarantines to protect against “the invasion of contagious and infectious diseases from abroad” because “for many years the cities of the Atlantic Coast, from Boston and New York to Charleston, were devastated by the yellow fever” and that Americans needed protection “from the ravages of these dreadful diseases.”

Federal measures

Local and state bodies primarily regulated isolation and quarantine measures for the first hundred years of the country, but after a series of devastating epidemics during the late nineteenth century the federal government began to pass laws that gave it a larger role in the area. A system of shared power among local, state, and federal bodies regarding isolation and quarantine oversight arose during this period that remains in place today, with federal officials primarily having jurisdiction over epidemics across state lines and local and state governments possessing authority over epidemics within state lines.
Comments by leaders during the late nineteenth century indicate that the federal government assumed greater responsibility in this area for national security and public health reasons. For example, President Benjamin Harrison, with a worldwide cholera pandemic believed to be threatening the USA, signed an Executive Order in 1891 mandating a 20-day quarantine period over the New York port to protect against the disease because it posed a “direct menace to public health.” Similarly, Senator Charles Sumner, an influential Civil War and Reconstruction leader, called for more vigorous federal action against contagions “to secure the public health” and referring to cholera he asked his fellow Senators,

Can we confess that a great Government of the world must fold its arms and see a foreign enemy, for such it is, crossing the sea and invading our shores and we [are] unable to go forth to meet it? I do not believe that this transcendent Republic is thus imbecile.

The USA has not used isolation or quarantine on a large scale for decades, but government agencies have carefully reviewed their use since the 9/11 terrorist attacks, the 2001 anthrax-mailings, the 2003 bioterrorist subway attacks in Japan, and the recent occurrence of contagious diseases such as SARS and Ebola in developed nations. US leaders have done so because they fear the dangers posed by bioterrorism and epidemics, exemplified by a United States Commission on National Security warning that “attacks against American citizens on American soil, possibly causing heavy casualties, are likely over the next quarter century,” cautioning that “we must plan ahead” for a “major attack involving contagious biological agents,” and urging that steps need to be taken to protect the USA against bioterrorism and epidemics.

**Special measures – presidential power to stop immigration to protect against a contagion**

The federal government passed a law in the late nineteenth century that remained in place for nearly 50 years that gave the President the power to suspend immigration if an epidemic abroad threatened US security. It was created in response to the 1892 cholera pandemic, which devastated parts of Asia, Europe, Persia, and Russia, resulted in seven ships arriving in New York Harbor with passengers infected with cholera, and Americans in port states panicking. During this period, Secretary of State John W. Foster declared that federal measures were needed “as a precautionary measure against the introduction of contagious disease which is epidemic, or threatening to become epidemic, in other parts of the world” and that regulation of immigration for this purpose constitutes “the exercise of the police power of the nation, or, as it is called by the publicists, the right of self-preservation…. Although legislation allowing for this provision was repealed in 1944, it is mentioned here because the USA may reinstate it if the country is faced with a destructive contagion.

**Conclusions**

“As I’ve said from the start of this outbreak,” President Obama reminded reporters on 6 October 2014 soon after the first person on US soil was diagnosed with Ebola, “I consider this a top national security priority. This is not just a matter of charity – although obviously the humanitarian toll in countries that are affected in West Africa is extraordinarily significant. This is an issue about our safety.” The President continued,

and so it is very important for us to make sure that we are treating this the same way that we would treat any other significant national security threat. And that’s why we’ve got an all-hands-on-deck approach – from DOD to public health to our development assistance, our science teams – everybody is putting in time and effort to make sure that we are addressing this as aggressively as possible.
Obama intently framed Ebola as a national security priority and called for immigration policies to confront the menace.

This article has shown that the President, though perhaps more resolutely than some of his predecessors, is acting in a similar way to many American leaders since the seventeenth century in labeling contagions as security threats necessitating immigration policies to contain them. After reviewing the devastation wrought by epidemics in world history, this article used IR, Security Studies, and secondary works in other fields as well as primary sources to identify dangers of epidemics for nation-states and three broad policies designed by American officials over the past several centuries to prevent immigrants from carrying contagions into the country, which are: (1) measures restricting the entrance of foreigners suspected of hosting dangerous germs; (2) the isolation or quarantining of arriving immigrants believed infected with contagious disease; and (3) delegating the President with authority to stop immigration in the event of an epidemic abroad. This article has laid ground on relationships between contagions, epidemics, and US immigration policy to serve as a base for future studies on this topic and to shed light on IR/Security Studies and migration studies topics, such as those on national security and US immigration policy, nontraditional/transnational security threats, and domestic–international political connections.59

It has also provided policy-makers with a background to assist in the formation of measures to protect against contagions. Whereas other scholars have found that US leaders have at times over-reacted and sensationalized the danger from epidemics to justify policies for ulterior or xenophobic motives, it is also important to underscore that contagions do pose potentially devastating dangers to countries that require migration policies to protect citizens and immigrants. With these two points in mind, US officials are challenged to form migration policies protecting humans from contagions; but at the same time they must remain wary of misusing epidemic fear to justify harmful migration policy. This article has shed insight into epidemics and immigration through a national security lens to bring transparency to the area and to help leaders with this task.
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Notes
1. As described on its website,

   The Global Health Security agenda is an effort between the US government, other nations, international organizations and public and private stakeholders, to accelerate progress toward a world safe and secure from infectious disease threats and to promote global health security as an international security priority.


2. Ibid. Secretary of State John Kerry also warned that contagions
can travel as fast as the fastest jetliner, and in an interconnected world, we invest in global health not simply as a matter of charity or as a matter of more responsible business, but we do it as a matter of national security.


Although Thomas Eric Duncan, a Liberian citizen visiting family in Dallas, TX, was the first person diagnosed with Ebola on US ground, several Americans who had tested positive for it in Africa had previously returned to the USA for treatment. On Ebola see the section in the New York Times online edition, “Ebola Facts: Where Are the Most New Cases Being Reported?,” http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2014/07/31/world/africa/ebola-virus-outbreak-qa.html?module=Search&mabReward=relbias%3A%2C%7B%221%22%3A%22%7D#calendar-new (accessed November 11, 2014).


14. Primary source material such as government documents, legal statutes, and public and private correspondence as well as works by historians will also be preliminarily consulted to ascertain how leaders have constituted epidemics and immigration as security risks.

15. Regarding the plague, Thucydides wrote:

> The bodies of the dying were heaped one on top of the other and half-dead creatures could be seen staggering about in the streets or flocking around the fountains in their desire for water. For the catastrophe was so overwhelming that men, not knowing what would next happen to them, became indifferent to every rule of religion or law. Athens owed to the plague the beginnings of a state of unprecedented lawlessness. Seeing how quick and abrupt were the changes of fortune … people now began openly to venture on acts of self-indulgence which before then they used to keep in the dark. As for what is called honor, no one showed himself willing to abide by its laws, so doubtful was it whether one would survive to enjoy the name for it. No fear of god nor law of man had a restraining influence. As for the gods, it seemed to be the same thing whether one worshipped them or not, when one saw the good and the bad dying indiscriminately. As for offences against human law, no one expected to live long enough to be brought to trial and punished.


16. Ibid., 5, 40–5.

17. Francisco Pizarro, for example, defeated an Incan army of 80,000 soldiers with only 168 Spaniard soldiers because a smallpox epidemic killed large numbers of the Native American population (including the emperor and his heir) and caused civil war. Susan Peterson, “Epidemic Disease and National Security,” *Security Studies* 12 (Winter 2002/2003): 55, 76; and Price-Smith, *Contagion and Chaos*, 5, 47–8.

Guarding the Gates

19. Ibid. and Lemay, Guarding the Gates.

   The pre-epidemic population of [Memphis, Tennessee] was about 50,000. Of these, about 30,000 fled. In a space of three months, 17,500 of the remainder were attacked and 5150 died. Of a police force of 48 officers, 27 were attacked and 10 died. Of 39 members of the Howard Association who volunteered to stay and assist the sick, 32 were attacked and 12 died. Such was yellow fever when it struck a large and susceptible population.

21. The Spanish Influenza is estimated to have killed 50–100 million people throughout the world. Doull, “The Bacteriological Era,” in History of American Epidemiology, ed. Top, 8; and Barry, The Great Influenza, 4. They symptoms of the virus were horrific, including profuse nose and ear bleeding, strange dermatological changes, including a deep blackening of the skin, agonizing muscular pain, headaches and delirium, vomiting, and coughing so intense “that autopsies would later show [that the diseased] had torn apart abdominal muscles and rib cartilage.”; Barry, Great Influenza, 2. Many Americans lived in daily fear of catching the disease, prompting San Franciscans to wear masks to protect themselves from the airborne virus. See discussion in Alfred W. Crosby, “The Pandemic of 1913,” in Osborn, ed., History, Science, and Politics, 9–13.
22. National Intelligence Council, “Global Infectious Disease Threat,” 34. The World Health Organization (WHO) estimates that from 1945 through the turn of the century that just three infectious diseases – AIDS, tuberculosis, and malaria – have killed over 150 million people worldwide, which is considerably more than the 23 million deaths from wars during a comparable time period. In fact, according to a recent estimate, WHO reports that approximately 25% of all deaths throughout the globe each year are from infectious diseases. Peterson, “Epidemic Disease and National Security,” 47–8, citing the World Health Organization, Removing Obstacles to Healthy Development, Report on Infectious Diseases (Geneva: WHO, 1999), www.who.int/infectious-disease-report/ (accessed July 21, 2009).
24. This section is based upon Peterson, “Epidemic Disease and National Security”; and Price-Smith, Contagion and Disease, which detail the connection between epidemics and the security of nation-states.
25. Price-Smith, Contagion and Disease, 20–1, 204–5.
26. Ibid., 20.
27. Ibid., 20–1, 204–5.
29. The American colonial era refers to the founding of Jamestown in 1607 through the Declaration of Independence in 1776.
32. Quoted in Hutchinson, Legislative History of American Immigration Policy, 390–2. The former act declared that:

   no master or commander of any ship or vessel whatsoever, coming into, abiding in or going forth of any port, harbour or place within this province, shall cause or suffer to be landed or put on shore within the same, any sick or otherwise impotent and infirm person, not being an inhabitant of this province … unless the consent of the selectmen of the town where such sick or infirm person shall be landed be first had and obtained therefore, the same to be signified in writing, under their hands; nor unless security be first given, if demanded, to the satisfaction of such selectmen, for indemnifying and keeping such town free from any charge that may arise for the support or relief of the persons so landed.

Quoted in ibid., 391.

34. These laws similarly mandated the reporting and health inspection of immigrants upon entry, the exclusion of those with dangerous disease, and the posting of bonds for sick people likely to become a public charge. Hutchinson, Legislative History of American Immigration Policy, 397.


41. Foreigners are not permitted entrance into the USA if they have the following diseases: chancroid, cholera, diphtheria, gonorrhea, granuloma inguinale, infectious leprosy, lymphogranuloma venereum, plague, smallpox, active and infectious tuberculosis, infectious syphilis, viral hemorrhagic fevers, yellow fever, and “[i]nfluenza caused by novel or reemergent influenza viruses that are causing, or have the potential to cause, a pandemic,” Wasem, Immigration Policies and Issues on Health-Related Grounds, 3–4.

42. Ibid., 2–3.
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